
 

 

 
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 

 
  MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Wanganui Jockey Club Date: Sunday 17th August 2014 
Weather: Fine 
Track: Heavy (10) 
Rail: Out 6 metres  
Stewards: R Neal (Chairman), L Tidmarsh and B Bateup 
Typist: V Perry 

   
  GENERAL:  

M McNelis and Apprentice A Taylor did not attend the meeting due to illness. 

 

  SUPPLEMENTARY:  
 

 

  SUMMARY: 
Swabbing:  PROLOGUE, STORMIN NORMAN, BACK IN BLACK, HUNKY DORY, BALLY HEIGHTS, LINCOLN INN,  

KARALLI, DESIGNATED DRIVER, LADY LINDAUER and TIKVAH. 
Suspensions: Race    

 
Protests: Race   

Fines: Race  9 K Leung (IMARAAJ) 
[Rule 636 (1)(d)] – Failed to ride mount out to the line – Fined $150 

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race  2 
 
              

JUST COLLIE – must barrier trial prior to next racing 

Medical Certificates: A Taylor (Required) 
M McNellis (Required) 
K Peterson (Required) 
C Studd (Required) 
M Cropp (Required) 

Rider Changes: Race  1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
7 
8 
9 
10 

SHOW THE BEEL – C Studd replaced M McNelis (unwell) 
CRASH BANDICOOT – I Lupton replaced M McNelis (unwell) 
SELAMAT – A Kuru replaced K Peterson (injured) 
GET FLASH – I Lupton replaced M McNelis (unwell) 
HEMINGWAY – D Miller replaced K Peterson (injured) 
IRISHWISE – I Lupton replaced M McNelis (unwell) 
IN FOR FUN – C Studd replaced K Peterson (injured) 
GOLDYSOX – B Murray replaced A Taylor (unwell) 
DI’S BOY – N Teeluck replaced A Taylor (unwell) 
IMARAAJ – K Leung replaced A Taylor (unwell) 
TARTLET – J Oliver replaced A Taylor (unwell) 

Late Scratchings: Race  5 
 
5 
 

NO QUOTA – at 12.33pm no rider available 

CARINYA – at 1.40pm no rider available 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 
  RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 CRAIG & SUE BREAKFAST SHOW 92.8 MORE FM MAIDEN HDL 3000M 

BOYSZONE jumped out at the start hampering ANYTHING GOES. 
SHOW THE BEEL was slow to begin. 
IL POVERINO raced greenly and jumped poorly in the early stages. 
SHOW THE BEEL blundered after jumping the fence near the 1,800 metres dislodging Rider C Studd who was examined by 
medical personnel and cleared to continue riding.  Affected in this incident was BUNKERED which had to take evasive action 
to avoid the fallen rider. 
BOYSZONE misjudged the last fence dislodging Rider K Peterson who was transferred to the Wanganui Hospital for further 
evaluation. 

Race 2 PALAMOUNTAINS NUTRITION MDN HURDLE 3000M 

JUST COLLIE refused to jump away and took no part in the event. Trainer G Temperton was advised that JUST COLLIE must 
trial to the satisfaction of stewards prior to racing again. 
SELAMAT raced greenly negotiating the early fences and lost ground. 
Rider H Cushing (HAWKEYE CHIEF) lost his whip passing the 1,900 metres. 
SELAMAT and CANUTE both jumped the fence near the 1,800 metres awkwardly. 
HAWKEYE CHIEF blundered badly after jumping the fence near the 1,000 metres and lost momentum. HAWKEYE CHIEF then 
misjudged the fence near the 800 metres and again lost ground. 
STORMIN NORMAN and MY MAGICIAN both ran down the second-last fence. 
CRASH BANDICOOT and GLORIANO came together and bumped heavily jumping the second last, then both blundered after 
jumping the last fence making contact with CRASH BANDICOOT becoming unbalanced. 

Race 3 WANGANUI RACEHORSE OWNERS ASSOCIATION OPN HURDLE 3000M 

HOLD THE DREAM jumped away awkwardly and was crowded shortly after between BACK IN BLACK and GET FLASH. 
GOLDMIST got its head up and raced ungenerously in the early stages and near the 2,400 metres when being restrained 
came back on to HEMINGWAY which clipped GOLDMIST’S heel and blundered.  N Quinn the rider of GOLDMIST in 
explanation stated that when he had taken a hold of the gelding it had over-reacted and had come back more than 
anticipated.  Nevertheless N Quinn was advised that when in similar circumstances he must ensure that he does not 
lose momentum when steadying. 
GOLDMIST misjudged the fence near the 2,200 metres and lost ground. GOLDMIST then raced keenly for a short 
distance. 
GET FLASH lost ground at the jump near the 1,200 metres however recovered quickly. 
GOLDMIST gave ground passing the 1,000 metres and was retired from the event near the 600 metres when beaten 
off.  N Quinn reported to the Stewards that after jumping the last fence in the back straight the gelding had felt 
indifferent in its action from that point forward and he had elected to pull the horse up.  A post-race veterinary 
examination of GOLDMIST revealed a near-hind hoof injury resulting from a displaced racing plate. 
HEMINGWAY hung out rounding the final turn dictating BACK IN BLACK and WEE BISKIT wider. 
HEMINGWAY and BACK IN BLACK both blundered after jumping the second last. 
WEE BISKIT struck the last fence and lost momentum. 
C Singer (SHOTGUN) was spoken to with regard to his use of the whip prior to the home turn. 
Race 4 MANELY HORSE MDN STEEPLECHASE 4100M 

IN FOR FUN jumped the fence near the 3,600 metres awkwardly contacting the hind quarters of IRISHWISE and becoming 
briefly unbalanced. 
I’M YOUR MAN put in a poor jump near the 2,800 metres and lost momentum. 
IN FOR FUN (C Studd) struck the fence near the 1,000 metres and fell heavily.  C Studd was examined by St John medical 
personnel and cleared fit to continue riding. IN FOR FUN returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils.  A 
subsequent veterinary examination revealed that IN FOR FUN had sustained nasal trauma as a consequence of its fall. 
NO GOVERNANCE misjudged the last fence and fell landing heavily sustaining a fractured neck and died immediately. Rider 
A Kuru was attended to by St John medical personnel and cleared to fulfil his remaining engagement. 

Race 5 JOLT COFFEE HOUSE WANGANUI STEEPLECHASE 4100M 

NO QUOTA was declared a late scratching at 12.33pm after no suitable rider was available. 
The start of the race was delayed three minutes at the request of TAB control. 
Rider C Studd (CARINYA) who was initially cleared after falling in the previous race was re-examined by medical personnel 
after becoming unwell and was stood down from riding. As there was no other rider available CARINYA was in consequence 
declared a late scratching. 
ROODYVOO blundered after jumping the fence near the 3,600 metres severely unbalancing rider S Fannin. 
MISTER DEEJAY jumped inwards at the fence near the 3,600 metres and bumped with STAINLEY which became briefly 
unbalanced. 



 

 

ROODYVOO and STAINLEY came together and bumped at the fence near the 2,800 metres. 
THE FOX put in a poor jump near the 2,200 metres and lost momentum. 
MISTER DEEJAY struck the fence near the 1,000 metres dislodging rider M Cropp who was attended to by medical personnel 
and transferred to Wanganui Hospital with a suspected broken collar bone. 
DUMINY (A Kuru) misjudged the fence near the 800 metres and fell heavily.  The stewards ordered a post-race veterinary 
examination of DUMINY which revealed minor head trauma but no other injury.  Rider A Kuru was uninjured. 

Race 6 TAKE IT EASY TOURS MAIDEN 1460M 

FINKBIG lay in shortly after leaving the barriers dictating JO SO FINE in on to UNREEL with both latter runners losing ground. 
PSYCHIC ARTIST was slow to begin. 
FINKBIG raced five-wide throughout. 
EARL SPENCER (A Donald) was held up near the rear passing the 600 metres so was angled very wide rounding the home 
turn to improve, running on well over the concluding stages.  The Stewards advised Apprentice Donald (in the presence of 
trainer Mr. E Rayner) that, in their opinion, he had erred leaving the 600 metres by embarking on such a wide run which had 
resulted in EARL SPENCER covering additional extra ground. Apprentice Donald was told that when in similar circumstances 
he is expected to exercise better judgement. 
SUSSED improved on to the heels of the weakening LOVEYOULONGTIME near the 200 metres and had to shift ground 
inwards.  
When questioned regarding the run of STUNT MAN, Apprentice Rider C Dell reported that when placed under pressure in 
the final straight the gelding was unable to improve in the heavy track conditions. 

Race 7 RIVERSIDE BAR MAIDEN 1200M 

GOLDYSOX and ROSSINI GIRL were both slow to begin. 
BROKEN BELT hung in leaving the barrier inconveniencing FIVE TARTS. 
GOLDEN EMPEROR shifted out under pressure over the final 100 metres. 
When questioned into the disappointing run of ZEDITAVE ROSE Apprentice K Chiong reported that the mare had a tendency 
to hang inward throughout which had proved detrimental to its chances. 

Race 8 PROPERTY BROKERS COMPLIANCE R75 1200M 

MR INK jumped away awkwardly and shifted in inconveniencing DI’S BOY. 
MR INK hung out rounding the final turn and near the 300 metres shifted out dictating PASHA SUMORE over extra ground. 
MR INK (Apprentice K Leung) continued to lay out under pressure and near the 200 metres shifted out again this time 
inconveniencing PASHA SUMORE. Apprentice Jockey K Leung was told that in future when his mount commence to shift 
ground he is expected to stop and straighten sooner than he did on this occasion. 
Apprentice Jockey M Dravitzki reported that MAE WEST had been unsuited to the holding nature of today’s track. 

Race 9 THE CASTLECLIFF CLUB MAIDEN 2060M 

NOSECONDPRIZE began very awkwardly losing several lengths. 
STANDBY shifted out abruptly on jumping bumping heavily with KINGS KITE. 
FALSE EMPATHY was slow to begin. 
NED began awkwardly. 
KINGS KITE raced wide in the middle stages. 
FRENCH PERFUME raced greenly throughout the final straight. 
THATZ LOUIE was inclined to race greenly when under pressure in the final straight. 
When questioned regarding the run of FRENCH PERFUME which was under pressure some distance out, Apprentice V 
Ravikumar could offer no tangible excuse other than in his opinion the mare would gain improvement from today’s run. 
Apprentice K Leung (IMARAAJ) admitted a breach of Rule 636 (1) (d) in that he relaxed his ride over the concluding stages 
when there was a reasonable chance of him finishing in fifth position for which there was a stake payable.  After consideration 
the Judicial Committee fined Apprentice K Leung the sum of $150. 

Race 10 ADEPT ACCOUNTANTS R65 1360M 

KITTY RUSSELL was slow to begin. 
RIVERMAN JACK began awkwardly. 
HOSTAGE shifted out on jumping which resulted in crowding to ANDALOU, TIKVAH and MCRAE. 
TIHI KEEPA lay out rounding the turn near the 700 metres and made contact with TARTLET. 
When questioned regarding the run of HOSTAGE Apprentice R Hutchings could offer no tangible excuse for the disappointing 
performance. Stewards ordered a veterinary inspection of HOSTAGE which revealed no abnormality. 

 


